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What is Tarnished Heroes? Tarnished Heroes is a fantasy action role-playing game being developed
by a San-Jose based game company, FEEL0NE, Inc. The Tarnished Heroes game product consists of
two games: Tarnished Heroes and Tarnished Heroes Prologue. Tarnished Heroes is a fantasy action

role-playing game with a distinctive story consisting of several episodes. A large open world is
connected by seamless connectivity via bridges, allowing for you to travel freely. Tarnished Heroes
Prologue is a prequel of the original Tarnished Heroes, providing information on the history of the
lead character who is the start of the main story. You can also play this game on your own without

needing the Tarnished Heroes main game. • Each of the games has a unique story, with its own
ending, consisting of several episodes - Episode 1: The start of the main story - Episode 2: Set in a

world where dragons roam - Episode 3: A fairy tale town with a dark secret - Episode 4: A place
where miasma children run wild - Episode 5: A land where the god of thunder rules - Episode 6: A

hidden town where the pot of gold hides - Episode 7: A Tarnished world ruled by a wolf king - Episode
8: A town with a rumor of a monster - Episode 9: A town in a hidden world - Episode 10: A town with

a rumor of magic - Episode 11: A town in a hidden world - Episode 12: A town under miasma -
Episode 13: A town where magic still exists - Episode 14: A town ruled by a wolf king • The game is

full of excitement! The main story is an epic drama set in a variety of different worlds to offer a
thrilling adventure with a variety of traps and formidable enemies! • The world is vast Build houses,

farm land, and battle monsters as you journey to a variety of different worlds! - An open world
featuring various situations such as farm lands, tree-lined forests, mountains, lakes, and ruins - A

variety of dungeons with traps, enemies, and bosses • Battle of Luck and Skill Using equipment and
weapons you have acquired or combining magic items and placing them in your inventory, you

Features Key:
Customize your character, such as his name, gender, appearance and your race. You can even

change the job you will take.
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A vast world full of excitement Explore the vast world and come to know it through countless
scenario and battles where you play.

A series of turn-based combat battles An exciting battle system that lets you flourish through
stimulating online battles.

Fight with a diverse team Take a party of up to eight characters with their own stats and alignments.
Counter Strategy without Restriction Activate a variety of items, to deal huge damage to your

enemy. It is possible to activate an item and then change the skill, and even change direction. You
can even change the timing of the action.

Seamless Roleplay Battles Fight with a variety of enemies, who appear in no particular order.
A vertically-scrolling sci-fi setting A vast world full of an urban setting, a semi-desert, and a forest

region, as well as a vast ocean. Rendering of a gorgeous 3D background achieves a greatly-realized
viewing scene.

A vast map A huge map with a landscape that varies in width. You can faithfully gain understanding
of the land, the sky, the monsters, the allies, and even the enemies through your exploration. A trip

through the world, a major quest, and endless intrigues with your allies await you.
An astounding battle system Hundreds of challenging enemies with various weapon and spells await

you. Enemies that use simple patterns, attack by group and multi-tiered attacks, and specific
patterns created through party members' jobs, skills, magic, and equipment await you.

Innovative Online Battles Victory in online battles is decided through action selection, battle victory,
and a final turn. It is possible to use a variety of action abilities or spells from the previous turn, and

you can even interrupt enemy attacks. You can even project an ally behind your enemy.
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